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THE CHANGING ROLE OF CORPORATE GOVERNMENT
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The essential C!lue to understanding the C!hanging role of corporate government

is the realisation of the heightened importanC!e of the principle- of accountability. Indeed,

account~bility is a central concept of life today in both the public and private sectors in

Australia. In the -public sector, we have moved far beyond vague notions of ministerial

accountability. Now, we have a very a~tive regime of laws and practices designed to

render trUly. accountable the pUblic seryant responsible 'for administrative 8C!tion. The

panoply of guardians is extensiv~.indeed. In the Federal sphere it fncludes:

The Ombudsman

The Freedom of Information"Act

The Administrative ,Decisions (Judicial Review) Act

The C!reation of the Administrative Appeals TribUnals

Foreshadowed legislation on privacy protection

The Huinan Rights' Commission

All of these organs provide greater accountability in the public seC!tor.,

.1n the privat.~:$e~t,or, the,}~orporation has proved one of the most brilliant.

inventions of the capitali~'t system. .T~""a very iarge extent7'"our economy depends upon the

corporation and its sucC!ess. Major companies own or control very considerable reSOurces.

They employ the majority of 9ur.:working popUlation. It is therefore natural that the

community, responding to this great power, imposes duties and obligations on cor~rations

and their officers. Lately these duties and obligations have increased. ~tIch of the

discussion about the rules to govern corporations has arisen from a feeling that modem

management ha<; been inadequately accountable to shareholders, investors, voting owners,

employees and the general public.
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With the growth of large corporations, including ~ultina.tional corporations, and

the diversification of shareholdings, the capacity of the individual shareholder to render

the management of the corporation accou_ntable (and to point the company in directions

wished for) has diminished. In reaction t~ this feeling of loss of power, we have seen lately

the growth of corporate government rules to ensure accountability where the ,control and

management of the company has 'become divorced from its owners and workers. For the

most part the moves, which are not confined to Australia,' have been directed at pUblic

companies. However, large private companies where shareholders assume a passive role in

the management of the company, cannot be left entirely oU~"Gf account.

Nowadays, the performances of company directors' in Australia are being

scrutinised more closely. ~han ever before. They are called to account for their

stewardship more often and more intensively than in the past. The make-:up of boards of

directors is changing. There ~asbeen an increase in the number of truly" independent

directors. A greater degree of professionalism is now required at the boardroom table.

The procedures of boards are changing to ensure a more effective review of the company1s

activities. This is where communication to the board of directors comes in~ Unless there is

an adequate flow of dats;: adequately presented, the directors will not be able' to play an

effective function in'the government of a large, complex~.moderncorporation.

It is' only 20 years ago that the London Times published an advertisement for a

'titledperson required to add distinction to the board of directors of a wine company'. I

am sure that titles are not a disadvantage today. But they are now scarcely a prerequisite

for the legal and practical duties of the modern company director. From being an often

passive spectator 20 years ago, the director nowadays' has a much more active

participation in the government of the company. The change has-been gradual. But it has

been fundamental. And it is no~ widely acknOWledged. It began in earnest in the 19605. In

1970 Professor Myles Mace of the Harvard Business School was able to say:

'There were really no major problems in being a director iri the good old days.

Meeting were pleasant, with no controversy. Board members were interesting_

people ••. and it was good to get together once a month and have a luncheon and

chat. No homework was required, nor was it eKpected•.Any~ne who did

hom-ework was regarded as a maverick. Meeting were short .•• Nobody worried

about responsibilities to stockholders or the possibility of law suits ...

',~,
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This traditional passive role of the company director seemed entrenched. It

usually suited the management executives who, at that time, did not tend to encourage

intervention by outside directors. Changing legal requirements, the growth of

multinational corporations, the spread of developments beginning in North America under

the stimulus of law "suits, and technological change have all produced a demand for more

accountable, company directors in Australia. Lingering self-satisfaction was 'destroyed by

a turbulent environment of tak~overs and a series of major corporate crashes in the

19705. The failure of companies could be attributed primarily to bad management. But the

question began to be asked : what were the directors doing? What was their use"' if- they

were not directing, in some ways and to some extent, the affairs of the company? This

question required fresh attention tathe simbiotic relationship between the expert

-manager and the amateur director•. The English, whose enterprise really launched the

corporation, developing it from the earlier Crown monopolies,~were most adept'i'n: this

interaction betwee~ expert and amateur. We see it in so many aspects of life in an

English-speaking society. The expert bureaucra~.-",-and the amateur Minister: The- expert

jUdge and the amateur jury. The expert Minister and the amateur parliamentary assembly.

In the cor~oration, the relationship between expert and amateur had got out of joint.,'That

is why in the past decade or so, we have been seeing a re-establishment of a more.

vigorous interaction. It is reflected in our laws. It requires that the director must now be

much more knowledgeable as to the company's financial and business activities and be

much more active, incjuisitive and independent.

The legal position was always that directors had fiduciary duties. In the

performance of their functions, directors stood in a relationship of trust to t~e company.

But until lately a high stand~rd of care and skill w~ not demanded on the part of

directors. In 1925 Justice Romer said in words that are frequently repeated:

A director nee:<'- not exhibit in the performance 'of his duties a greater degree" of

skill than may" reasonably be expected from a person of his knowledge and

experience. I

This limited duty led one commentato~·to say:"

The. effect 'of that rule is "simply this. If· yoii;':" appoint the village idiot as a

director on your board and as a result he makes a series of stupendous mistakes.

he is to be held accQuqtable according to the standards of local village idiots

and not according to the standards of reasonably competent directors.2

\
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The formulation of the duties of non-executive directors)s nowadays much

more rigorous.. Their most sElnsitive function is in den ling with the chief executives. Such

people tend to get to)he top job ~Y being forceful, opinionated, ~nd. co_mp~~ent in their

work. How is there to be es,tablished ~n B!rangement between this chief executive, with

the primary obligation of management, and the director, with th~ oduty to the company as

a. whole? It ca~nqt be established i! there is an inadequate ,flow of inf~rmation to the,

board or an in~dequateu~derstandingamongst the direc~ors concerning the business of the

company. It canno.! be achieved if there is inadcquat~ _aJ!.~ntion in the board tathe

: company's affairs. Obta~ning t~~adequate.f1~w of information to ,the bl:?8.r~ is an essential

function of business communicatoI'Sa .Management must.. use. people ~killed in bu~iness

communicatio~ to ensure. the provision oJ adequate", easily. understood and critical

information for the board 'or directoI'Sa The board itself mu~ ensure)hat it is kept fUlly

inf-orme<t It must scrutinise the information being r~ceived in 0:der to ensure that it is

not:~implY .receiving the Iparty linela It must. test the informa.tio~ f~om tim~ to time to

ensu.re t,hat it is adequate. DirectoI'S c.an only do these things if the:y ~nsist upon a high

standard o~ reporting to the board. They must closely .examine. and where necessary,-.' " .' . , -.
request fUf,ther. information pn every important, matter req':1iring dceisiol1 by the board.

They must"question material furnished to the b9srd. wh~reth.ey haye.theslightest doubt as

to the validity and accuracy of the information. They must sometimes seek relevant

information from outside sources. A ·strong. non-executive chairman can be a real

advantage to interaction between the professional an~ the amateur, to which I have

refex:-red. H.e can establish committees, .including an audit committee, to provide detailed

checks on the adequa~" precision and accuracy of vital information concerning the

corporationa

No director nowadays can properly discharge his functions ifhe does not have

or shortly _acquire a g~od grasP and understanding of the business of the company. }'his

necess,itates a working understanding of the trade or industry in which the business

operates.. Even more importantly, it requires a full understandin~· of the financial

structure and operations of the company. Without having this essential data base. the

director is a mere passenger in the vehicle driven by the ~anagementa If that lack of

understanding persists, the director will not only deprive the corporation of--the aevantage

of positive participation. He will most likely impair. the good working relationship by

reason of his ignorance or misunderstanding of corporate matters.

Whilst harmony and co-operation on a board of directors is an important

consideration"..the pntdent director who is unconvinced of the wisdom of a particular

course will always do well to insist that his dissent to the coul'S;e_of action is recorded. Of
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course, th~s should not be done lightly. It should not, perha~s, be done over trivial issues.

But where an important differenc~ of principle arises, where it is felt that inadequate

information is being given to the board, it is the duty of a director to assert his position

and insist that the record reflects it.

There are various ways in which the flow of information to the board of

directors can· be improved. One_dof the most interesting, is the move towards so-called

worker participation. We have not seen very much of this in Australia. H~wever, in the

Federal Repub~c of Germany and to a lesser extent in The Netherlands and.F.rance,

st~tutory provis.ions have been made for compani~ to have employee representatives on

their sup~visory boards. In Australia this development has been confined lar~~~y to the

public sector and even there it has been desultory.

In this country, the source of information to the board, the sha,reholders, the

workers and the com m~ity at large has been t~.e;:. re,sponsibility, ultimately," of the. board.

But in practice it is often the obligation of business communicators, employed _by the

corporation. It has to be acknowledged. that business communicators have not always

succeeded. Corporate material, especially financial material, is often perplexing,

complicated and sometimes even intimidating to the non-expert reader.3

Recently, I was reading an important essay .by Mr Russell Craig, L.ecttirer in the

Department of Gomme~ce at the University of Newcastle. Iwant to conclude my r~marks:

by putting· before you some of Mr Craigrs ideas. I· do so because I feel they deserve

attention. The motto of the University of Newcastle is II Loo.k Ahead' - and that is

precisely What Mr Craig has been doing.

Electronic Corporate Records

One of the most remarkable phenomena of our time is the development of

informatics - the microchip, computers linked:.:. by telecommunicaHons. These

developments have wrought a revoluti~ in the distrib~tion of information. 'fhis revolution

will profoundly affect the activities..of- the bus{ness communications in the years ahead.

Not since Gutenberg. ~,~. there b~...~.n such a remarkable development in information-_

technology. JU5t as the p'rinting press' 'released kno~ledg; from the captivity of the fe\v

educated nobles and monk3}Yho could read and write, so the new information technology

today will profoundly affect the: way our society is governed. Print remains the main

medium of communication today. But in the future, communication by electronic means

through word processors, interactive computers and video material will. be the standard

medium for the exchange of information. This truism will affect business communication.

Indeed

\
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its impact is already being felt. Print remains the main formal medium being used for

conveying financial and other corporate information in Australia. However, an increasing

number of companies are beginning to experiment with videos in the hope that they can

make corporate information, inclUding financial information, more interesting and

comprehensible to the various audiences to which the data is addressed - including the

board of directors, branches of management, the shareholders and the employees.

Last year I was myself appointed to a board of directors, - the E.xccutive of the

csmo. At the meeting of the Executive in Canberra last ;"~ek, we were presented with·

an excellent video film showing the Chairman (Dr Paul Wild) outlining features ?f the

future concerns of the Organisatiori. The Executive had previously seen most of this datp.,

supplemented by graphics~ at a previous Executive meeting. However, now t~.7

docum,entary had been made for distribution throughout the Organisation and. beyond. In a

scattered I;ody such as the CSIRO, with many diverse centres in different parts of. th~

continent, the need for a better "ineans of commtmication to the executive, managers and

the workforce had to be developed.

This kind of venture is not confined to the pU.blic sector. According to Mr,

Craig's research, a number of organisations in the private 'sector are now using video for

financial commtulication. Generally speaking they are large pUblicly listed compani~

employing in excess of 2500 people and, like CSIRO, operating from many locations. The~

represent a wide cross section of the Australian industry. They include:

in the mining sector,CRA, Comaleo, MIM

in petroleum, Shell and Mobil

in manufacturing, Union Carbide, ACI, Consolidated Fertilisers and ..APM

in retailing, the Myer Corporation

amongst financial institutions, Westpac, Prudential Assurance, the AM'P society

",'and the National Australia Bank

in property and construction, Lend Lease

and amon~st many smaller companies, enthusiasts such as Dick Smith Electroni~~

and staff co-operatives such as Fletcher Jones &: Staff.

Interestingly enough, Australia's largest industrial organisation of employees, the:',',

Amalgamated Metals Foundry and Shipwrights' Union, has also used video to pres.ertL1hi:,:>

union's annual results to members.4

The video programs being produced include annual report programs, PrOgr~~":~':<

outlining the 'stgte of the com pant, financial education ~to~ams and perS6nalit~r;F

programs designed to introduce key corporate personnel.

.~.
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The advantages of using video to present corporate data include:

the compelling' nature of ·video in a world grown used to the oral and visual

presentation of information;

the provocative nature of good presentations which can engender and encourage

feed?ack in a way that the printed page can rarely do;

the greater .control that can be had over the consistency of the presentation of

data, so that oral presentation in numerous locations, with inevitable variations,

are replaced by a single, more carefully planned and better produc~d presentationj

the capa~ity-which video presents to allow the use of graphics, illustrative visual

film clips and other material that is not possible on the printed page;

the potential for linking audiences, say of sub managers, shareholders or

employees, in simUtaneous teleconferences;'

the personal intimacy that ,can be established by a video presentation, that is just

not possible with a printed report, howeve~.-imaginatively produced.

On the other hand, as Mr Craig points out, there are a' number of disadvantages! They

include:

the cost of. production and of basic necessary equipment;

the limitation of -the audience reached to those who have this equipm e.nt; -

the tendency of ..oral and. ·visual material to over-simplify and sometimes trivialise:

complex matters in favour of attractive presentation;

the varying capacity of some managers anq directors in the special art of

performing on the ele~tronic media. A person may be decisive as a manager and

yet not have the appearance, flair, experience or skill in 'projecting' by video or

sound tapes. This lastmentioned' problem is likely 'to be diminished in time with the

increasing tendency to; teach video skills and school and the improved facilities for

instruction and interviewing now more readily available in Australia.

One issue for law reform which is raised by th~' inevitable moves towards video

presentation of corporate financial and" other information is the question of whether the

duty to 'lay before' the .l;iMual general· meeting profit and: loss statements, the balance
.' ,'-, " :" ,~~.,

sheet, the directors' : report, auditor'S' report and di·rectors' statem ent can' be met by

presentation of material on video instead of in printed.documents. Mr Craig.comments:

At present there appears to be no legal or professional impediment to such

reports being presented by means of a video program. But. lilthough it seems

\
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technically and theoretically possible for video to be used in this way, whether

or not it will be feasible and sensible to do so is another matter. The costs of

proqucing and disseminating such a 'video annual report l are likely to prove 8.

deterrent, at least in the short run. However, it seems likely that the concept

of 'video annual reports' will attract increasing attention over time as they

become more cost-competitive (on a per-unit basis) with printed annual

reports.S

Although the presentation of some data, such as figures, t)f' financial statements, in a

- stable, permanent form will be necessary -for the foreseeable"~uturet I by no means

exclude the possibility that ·-other parts of the annual obligation of directors to reports to

shareholders (and employee~:and the community) should be done _by electronic means. It is

·likely to have greater impact, to be more comprehensible and to pro~de in a more

versatile, brief and vivid way, the essential info~rnation.

The use of videos and sound tapes to communicate essential information to

directors, sub managers and to employees throughout the corporati~., on a regular basis,

is now an establis~ed feature of the largest pUblic sector enterprises such as Telecom. As

I have said, it is now being introduced into another)arge enterprise with scatter~d

facilities, namely the CSIRO. The private sector should follow suit. The law should, where

necessary, be adapted. to permit arid facilitate the use of electronic distribution of

essential data. Such reformed laws will_ have to provide for the permanent or at least

long-term storage of some such data and define such data as may be presented in this way

and·. the data that must .be--.presented either additionally or in the alternative. in printed

form.

The challenge of info~matics affects the law in many ways. Two projects of the

Law Reform Commission illustrate this statement. Our inquiry into the law ofpri~~cy

i1lustr~~es the way in which new laws are needed to protect the individual in respe:~t of'

computerised data.6 Our inquiry into the laws of evidence illustrate the adaptations

that will be necessary to facilitate the admission of computer and computer-gen-erated

evidence in courts of law. The informatics revolution will also affect conwsnies- and the

flow of information within companies and from companies to shar~h6i.dE!I'S and the

community. Business communicators, like lawyers, must be alert to the implications C?f

informatics. The.c;e implications will keep business communicators and lawyers bue;y.
, """'''"will require them to be quicker on their feet in years to com e.

.~.
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